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1. I will travel to 
the tropical ______ 

for a vacation.

aisle isle
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2. Make sure to 
clear the _______ 

so people can walk 
through.

aisle isle

3. Do you know
what she ______

for dinner?

ate eight

3. I made _______ 
cookies to share 
with my friends.

ate eight

5. Will you ______ 
at the football 

game tomorrow?

be bee

6. How did the 
_______ get into 
the classroom?

be bee

7. The workers 
painted the 

shutters on the 
house _______.

blew blue

8. The workers had
to stop working
when the wind 
______ over the 

paint. 
blew blue

9. The door would
______ when it

became stormy 
outside.

creak creek
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10. He got soaking 
wet when he fell 
into the ______.
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11. I picked the 
blooming ______ to 
place in the vase 

for my mom.

flour      flower

12. I need to buy 
more ______ so I 
can make cookies 

tonight.

flour      flower

13. They will ______
the cheese before

they cook the
spaghetti.

grate great

14. The garlic 
bread they are 
cooking smells 

______.

15. I saw the ______ 
hop across my 
backyard this 

morning.

hare hair

16. I had to help 
my little sister 

brush her ______ 
before school.

17. She brought in a
______ cake to
share with her

friends.

hole        whole

18. Do you know 
what kind of animal 
dug a big ______ in 

the ground?

creak creek

grate great

hare hair hole        whole
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19. Can you meet 
me at ______ house 

at 7:00?
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20. I will meet you 
there in an ______.

21. We will have to 
______ the bread 
before we can 

bake it.

knead      need

22. Do you ______ 
me to help you 

bake the bread?

23. My teacher 
told me ______ 

when I asked if 
she needed help.

24. I do not 
_______ the answer 
to the question she 

asked me.

25. We flew on the 
______ to visit my 

grandparents.

26. I only like 
______ cheese 

pizza.

hour      our

know       no

plane       plain

hour      our

knead      need know       no

plane       plain
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Name:  ____________________________

Homophone Scoot
Directions:  Read the sentences. Choose the correct word to complete each.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 

16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 

21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 

26. 27. 
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Homophones - Answer Key
Directions:  Read the sentences. Choose the correct word to complete each.

1. isle 2. aisle 3. ate 4. eight 5. be

6. bee 7. blue 8. blew 9. creak 10. creek

11. flower 12. flour 13. grate 14. great 15. hare

16. hair 17. whole 18. hole 19. our 20. hour

21. knead 22. need 23. no 24. know 25. plane

26. plain
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